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Prototypical choice problem throughout the talk
� given time interval for consumption� exogeneous uncertain endowments and investment in risky assets traded in a �nancialmarket� consumption set consists of consumption streams (synonymously consumption rateprocesses) over the time interval� consumer has variational preferences (according to Maccheroni et al. (2006))

{ consumer uncertain about the model driving the endowments and the �nancial market
{ consumer is risk- and ambiguity averse
{ consumer makes an assessment of the plausibility of possible market models{ numerical representation:
U(c) = infQ (EQ [u(c)] + (Q)) for any consumption rate process c
� u concave utility index
�  penalty function assessing the plausibilities of priors with (Q) =1 worst

{ special cases:� ( �Q) = 0 for a unique �Q and (Q) =1 for Q 6= �Q
! expected utility representation

� (Q) <1) (Q) = 0
! robust expected utility representation (cf. Gilboa/Schmeidler (1989))! robust optimization



Issues of the talk
� microeconomic aspects:

{ optimality conditions(review of results from project + some recent completions)
{ new phenomena of individual behaviour in comparison with consumers whoses preferenceshave expected utility representation w.r.t. objective probability?

� macroeconomic aspects:
{ variational preferences responsible for market failure?
{ representative consumers in �nancial markets?

� prospect:
consumption choice in presence of exogeneous shocks
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1 The single-agent consumption model
� The �nancial market:

{ �ltered probability space (
; (Ft)0�t�T ;P) ("usual conditions\)
{ d assets with joint discounted price process (S(t))0�t�T being a semimartingale
{ market is arbitrage free in the sense that equivalent local martingale measures exist
Remark: time-discrete �nancial markets subsumable under present framework



� consumers' choice conditions:
{ exogeneous endowment:
� initial capital w0 > 0
� state-dependent endowment rate process (et)0�t�T(nonnegative, progressively measurable)

{ consumption (partially) �nanciable by state-dependent investment process (#t)0�t�T(predictable) with a credit limit (admissible):
net gains tR

0 #s dSs (0 � t � T ) have a state-independent simultaneous lower bound
{ consumer chooses an aggregation function over the time:
� distribution on [0; T ] with
� restriction to [0; T [ has a density w.r.t. the uniform distribution to [0; T [
� state-dependent cumulated endowment TR

0 et �(dt) is bounded P�a.s.



� consumption set:
{ consumption-investment plan �c := (ct)0�t�T ; # := (#t)0�t�T� :
� c consumption rate process (nonnegative, progressively measurable)
# admissible investment process

#
� value process (V c;#t )0�t�T w.r.t. (c; #)

V c;#t := w0 +
tZ

0
#s dSs +

tZ
0
(es � cs)�(ds)

{ admissible consumption rate process c := (ct)0�t�T :
ex. consumption-investment plan (c; #) with V c;#T � 0 P�a.s.

m (Karatzas/Zitkovic (2003))
{ budget constraint:

consumption rate process (ct)0�t�T satis�es
� state-dependent cumulated consumption TR

0 ct�(dt) is �nite P�a.s.
� E [ TR0 f ct �(dt)] � w0 + E [ TR0 f et �(dt)] for every pricing density f



� consumers' preferences:
{ intertemporal strictly concave and strictly increasing utility indices ut : [0;1[! R(t 2 [0; T ])
{ penalty function  for priors:
� associated with a convex risk measure �
� �(X) = supQ (�EQ[X]� (Q))
� (Q) = supX (�EQ[X]� �(X))
(for criteria see V.K. SFB 2007-010)

� �(X) > 0 for X � 0; X 6= 0
� �(X) = �EQ[X]� (Q) for some prior Q (X arbitrary)

m (V.K. SFB 2007-010)
�(Xn)& �(X) for Xn % X



{ numerical representation U of the preferences on consumption rate processes:
U((ct)0�t�T ) = infQ �EQ [

TZ
0
ut(ct) �(dt)] + (Q)�

optimization problem
maximize U((ct)0�t�T )s.t. (ct)0�t�T is admissible

{ some special cases: �1 uniform distribution on [0; T ]; �2(fTg) = 1
� � = �2 :
U((ct)0�t�T ) = infQ �EQ[uT (cT )] + (Q)�

� � = 1T+1(�1 + �2) :
� U((ct)0�t�T ) = 1T+1 infQ �EQ [ TR0 ut(ct)] dt+ EQ [uT (cT )] + (Q)�
� U((ct)0�t�T ) = 1T+1 infQ �

TP
t=0EQ [ut(ct) dt] + (Q)�

for discrete time set f0; 1; :::; Tg whenever ut = uk if k � t < k + 1



2 The reduction to expected utility maximization and fuzzyperception of the �nancial market
� optimization problem calls for application of minimax results(e.g. Kindler (1979), K�onig (1980))

important observation: level sets f � �g (� 2 R) compact w.r.t. "suitable\ topology(cf. V.K. SFB 2006-081, 2007-010)
#

� Theorem 2.1:
Let supfU(c) j c admissibleg <1: Then
{ supfU(c) j c admissibleg =

supfE�Q [ TR0 ut(ct) �(dt)] + ( �Q) j (ct)0�t�T admissibleg for some �Q
{ supfE�Q [ TR0 ut(ct) �(dt)] + ( �Q) j (ct)0�t�T admissibleg =
E�Q [ TR0 ut(�ct) �(dt)] + ( �Q) for any solution (�ct)0�t�T of the optimization problem

� analogous result if no credit is allowed for consumer



� fuzzy perception of the �nancial market:
Theorem 2.1 ! reduction to expected utility maximization w.r.t. some subjective �Q

relationship between �Q and P?
for illustration: Black Scholes market

dS(t) = (�t � rt)S(t) dt+ �t dW (t)
with one asset and deterministic drift, interest rate and volatility processes(�t)t; (rt)t; (�t)t resp.
{ best to expect �Q � P; i.e. �Q;P have the same unlikely events:

consumer perceives a Black Scholes market but with possibly uncertain drift process
{ second best to expect �Q� P; i.e. unlikely event w.r.t. P is unlikely w.r.t. �Q :

possibly the consumer does not recognize a Black Scholes market
does fuzzy perception causes harmful economic e�ects?



3 Structure of optimal consumption rate processes
reduction to expected utility maximization w.r.t. some prior �Q
assumption (3.1):
all plausible priors (�nite penalty) � P
! �Q � P; but �Q � P is not guaranteed (for counterexample: Schied (2007a) (also SFB2005-051))
! known result of expected utility maximization in Karatzas/Zitkovic (2003) are not applicable
But line of reasoning may be adapted with auxiliary techniques from Schied (2007a). For thispurpose
assumption (3.2):
Q � P with supfEQ [ TR0 ut(ct) �(dt)] j (ct)0�t�T admissibleg <1
for some plausible prior Q
additional assumptions on utility indices:
assumption (3.3):
each ut (t 2 R) continuously di�erentiable ful�lling some boundness requirements and Inadaconditions (behaviour of marginal utilities near 0 and 1)
assumption (3.4):
the utility indices ful�ll a simultaneous asymptotic elasticity



� Theorem 3.1 (Wittm�u� SFB 2006-063)
Let f�Q be density of �Q w.r.t. P : Under assumptions (3.1)-(3.5)
{ there exists a unique solution �c = (�c)0�t�T ; and there are a real number y and someQ� P with density fQ such that for all t

u0t(�ct) = y f tQf t�Q �Q� a.s.
f tQ; f t�Q conditional densities of fQ; f�Q (w.r.t. Ft) at time t

{ in case of complete market with pricing density f� this reads
u0t(�ct) = y f t�f t�Q �Q� a.s.

� Remarks:
{ fQ from Theorem 3.1 only close to the set of pricing densities (closure w.r.t. somesuitable topology){ in the case of complete market and �Q � P the optimality condition retains relationshipbetween marginal utilities of optimal consumption streams and so called pricing kernelin the classical setting of Black Scholes market with expected utility maximizing agents(cf. e.g. Giacomini/Handel/H�ardle SFB 2006-020){ in Hernandez-Hernandez/Schied (2007) and Schied (2007b) optimal consumption rateprocesses as solutions of partial di�erential equations
! calculation by numerical algorithms



4 Equilibrium and representative agent
Do variational preferences cause market failures?

� caveat by Rigotti/Shannon (Riggotti/Shannon (2006)):
{ pure exange economy (without �nancial market)
{ consumption without budget constraints
{ all agents have variational preferences on the consumption set

#
if there is a "representative\ prior with simultaneous lowest penalty over all agent{ existence of Pareto allocation{ risk sharing rules for agents#

representative agent
crucial idea: �nd Pareto allocation via "representative\priorproblem in presence of �nancial markets:
for optimization of consumption every agent implicitly chooses a "relevant\ prior, whichmight vary over agents
! does the existence of a Pareto allocation imply a competetive equilibrium?



Equilibrium market
� assumptions:{ �nancial market is complete with pricing density f� and conditional densities

f t� 0 � t � T
{ I consumers
{ consumer i has
� initial capital wi0; random endowment rate process ei := (eit)0�t�T and aggregationfunction �i
� variational preferences on consumption set in terms of utility indices uit (t 2 [0; T ])and penalty function i for priorsall conditions and optimization problem as in single agent model!

� optimal consumption rate processes ci := (cit)0�t�T



� equilibrium market:
{ clearing of commodity market:

IX
i=1 c

it =
IX

i=1 (e
it + wi0) P�a.s. (t 2 [0; T ])

{ clearing of stock market:
for any investment process #i := (#it)0�t�T with V ci;#iT � 0 P�a.s. (i = 1; :::; I)

IX
i=1 #

it = 0 P�a.s. (t 2 [0; T ])
holds

� �Q1; :::; �QI subjective probability corresponding to the individual optimization problems
# Theorem 3.1

there are positive numbers y1; :::; yI with
cit = Iit(yi f t�f t�Qi)

�Qi � a.s. (t 2 [0; T ]; i = 1; :::; I);
where Iit inverse of ui0t ; f�Qi density of �Qi with respective conditional densities f t�Qi(t 2 [0; T ])



� Risk Sharing Theorem:
Let �Qi � P for i = 1; :::; I:
If we have a equilibrium market, then there exist positive numbers y1; :::; yI such that

E [
TZ
0
f�Iit(yi f t�f t�Qi) �(dt)] = wi0 + E [

TZ
0
f�eit �(dt)] for i = 1; :::; I

IX
i=1 e

it =
IX

i=1 I
it(yi f t�f t�Qi) P�a.s. for t 2 [0; 1]

The converse is true if the covariation matrix of the assets is positive de�nite P�a.s. atevery time t: In either case the numbers y1; :::; yI are just the same as that from therespective optimality conditions.
� Remarks:{ risk sharing rule y1; :::; yk ! aggregation of the individual preferences with weightsy1; :::; yk ! "preference of the representative agent\

{ questionable whether risk sharing rules exist when �Qi 6� P for at least one i
{ interesting open problem: does an equilibrium exist for di�erent �Q1; :::; �QI?



5 Robust approaches to the optimization of consumptionrate processes in presence of possible exogeneous shocks
� shock variable:

{ positive continuously distributed random variable � with distribution function F� andsurvivor Funktion (tail function) �F� := 1� F�(e.g. lifetime of consumer, lifetime of market up to collapse)
{ shock is supposed to be exogeneous! � is assumed to be stochastically independentof the admissible consumption rate processes

� (P) := 0; and (Q) :=1 for Q 6= P
� F� known ! utility of a consumption rate process (ct)0�t�T under shock �

EP [
minft;�gZ
0

ut(ct) �(dt)] = EP [
TZ
0

�F�(t)ut(ct) �(dt)]
#

Theorems 2.1, 3.1 may be applied to utility indices ~ut := �F�(t)ut (t 2 [0; T ])



� distribution F� unknown ! uncertainty about time horizon
{ plausibility of a distribution function F with F (0) = 0 expressed by penalty (F )
! utility of a consumption rate process (ct)0�t�T under shock �
infF �EP;F [

minft;�gZ
0

ut(ct) �(dt)]+(F )� = infF �EP [
TZ
0

�F (t)ut(ct) �(dt)]+(F )�

{ in case of time-independent utility index u alternatively:

infF

0
BBBB@
EP;F [minft;�gR

0 u(ct) �(dt)]
TR
0 �F (t)�(dt)

+ (F )
1
CCCCA = infF �E�F
P [u(c)] + (F )�;

where �F denotes the distribution on [0; T ] de�ned by �F (]�1; x]) =
xR
0 �F (t)�(dt)
TR
0 �F (t)�(dt)

for x 2 [0; 1]! variational preferences


